What are the attitudes and perceptions of patients
with pulmonary fibrosis and their carers
towards use of oxygen therapy?

Included Studies:
Studies were included where it was reported that the perceptions of patients with IPF and their carers towards use of oxygen therapy
either lived or anticipated.
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Excluded Studies:
A number of studies have been excluded due to various reasons including the following: no information regarding patient or care
giver perspectives or attitudes towards the use of oxygen therapy and overviews concerning palliative decision making for patients
with advanced lung disease.
For a full list of studies excluded at full text reading stage please contact PaCERSWCRC@cardiff.ac.uk
This report should be cited as follows: Palliative Care Evidence Review Service. A rapid review: What are the attitudes and
perceptions of patients with pulmonary fibrosis and their carers towards use of oxygen therapy? Cardiff: Palliative Care Evidence
Review Service (PaCERS); 2019 January.
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Disclaimer: Palliative Care Evidence Review Service (PaCERS) is an information service for
those involved in planning and providing palliative care in Wales. Rapid reviews are based
on a limited literature search and are not comprehensive, systematic reviews. This review
is current as of the date of the literature search specified in the Review Methods section.
PaCERS makes no representation that the literature search captured every publication that
was or could be applicable to the subject matter of the report. The aim is to provide an
overview of the best available evidence on a specified topic using our documented
methodological framework within the agreed timeframe.

IPF—Idiopathic Pulmonary Fibrosis
MDT—Multidisciplinary Team
PF—Pulmonary Fibrosis
ICs—Informal Caregiver/s
O2—Oxygen
NJH—National Jewish Health
US—United States
PLO –Patient-loved one
PR—Pulmonary resuscitation
PR—Pulmonary Rehabilitation
ILD—Interstitial Lung Disease
COPD—Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease
LAM—lymphangioleiomyomatosis
PAH—Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension
AATD—Alpha-1 Antitrypsin Disease
POCs—Portable O2 Concentrators
mMRC—Modified Medical Research Council
K-BILD—King’s Brief Interstitial Lung Disease
Questionnaire
HRQOL—Health Related Quality of Life
RCT—Randomised Controlled Trial
UCSDSOBQ—University of California, San Diego
Shortness of Breath Questionnaire
SGRQ—St George’s Respiratory Questionnaire
HADS—Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale

